Introduction
Robotic systems are being increasingly applied in the areas of agriculture, mining, and space and underwater exploration and in hazardous environments. In such applications, where the environment is quite unstructured, there is a need to equip robots with exploratory capabilities that enable them to actively explore and adapt to the unconstrained environment. The motivation for research on surface exploration therefore stems from the need to have a robotic system that actively explores the environment to recover some of its characteristic properties and then applies this information to the successful execution of specified tasks.
The proposed framework for surface exploration is quite general and can conceivably be useful in a wide variety of applications: grasping, manipulation, and material identification and in the creation of physical models of the environment in direct or teleoperated tasks. In particular, however, we will address the issue of exploration to extract material properties from a given surface for the specific purpose of legged locomotion. In much the same way as humans walk on surfaces of different material properties, constantly evaluating the behavior of the terrain with their feet and making adjustments in foot forces so that they do not slip, fall, or sink, we propose a device that serves both as a probe and a foot for a robotic system and a methodology to identify the material parameters of the surfaces that the robot would encounter during locomotion. The relevance of such a perception capability for locomotion has also been underscored by designers of various all-terrain vehicles (Krotkov 1990; Larrimer et al. 1990; Spiessbach et al. 1990 ). The perception of material properties will help in determining what Bekker (1956) calls the trafficability of the terrain-loosely defined as a measure of the ability of the ground to sustain the traffic of vehicles, whether wheeled, tracked, or legged. Perhaps the first reported work on robotic perception of material properties was by Bajcsy (1984) , who carried out experiments using active touch with the French finger. Experiments in material hardness evaluation, texture analysis, and surface normal calculation were conducted. In a recently presented paper, Stansfield (1991) reports a series of haptic exploratory procedures implemented for a multifingered, articulated, sensate robot hand. These procedures are designed to extract specific tactile and kinesthetic information from an object via their purposive invocation by an intelligent robotic system. The first evidence of a connection being made between the robotic perception of material properties and legged locomotion came when Bicchi et al. (1989) instrumented a leg-angle-foot system and used it experimentally to assess the deformation of rubber blocks and to estimate coefficients of static friction. Concurrently with the work presented in this article, Krotkov (1990) has done some initial trials on measuring the terrain stiffness and surface friction using a single leg of the CMU Ambler.
The first part of this article discusses the proposed framework for exploration. The (Bowles 1978 If the specified force is detected as the probe pushes against the surface before the surface has been displaced beyond the allowable displacement specified, then the surface is considered to be impenetrable. Otherwise, it is considered penetrable. This EP involves the sensing of forces and displacements as the probe presses against a surface similar to the EP for compliance described in the next section. However, it is through the interpretation of the sensed forces and displacements that the attributes of interest are actually extracted.
Compliance and Its EP
In measuring the attribute of compliance, we are highlighting those characteristics of an impenetrable surface that determine how the surface will deform when a robotic system exerts forces on it while standing or walking. Compliance can be interpreted in a number of ways (Bajcsy and Sinha 1989 ). Our interpretation is that compliance is the resistance (measure of deformation) to a load that is applied to a surface. The basic concept of the EP for compliance is based on this interpretation.
Compliance is typically given by 1/k., where k is the stiffness of the system. A force, F, on the surface of a linearly elastic material surface can be related to its displacement, x, by:
(1)
In the EP for compliance, a probe is pushed against the object surface (or the surface might be pushed against the probe-the EP is invariant to the mode by which the load is applied at the probe/surface contact), and the contact forces and deformation of the surface are measured. Like the EP for penetrability, the various stages in the EP for compliance are as follows:
1. A probe is pushed against the surface by a robotic system.
2. The contact force is measured as the probe pushes against the surface. 3. The displacement of the surface is measured as the probe pushes against the surface. (Bajcsy 1984 Substituting for F in equation (13) using equation (10) and substituting for Xe in equation (13) and (14) using equation (9) (Hogan 1984) , damping control (Whitney 1977) , and stiffness control (Salisbury 1980 The design of the sensing mechanism is based on the mechanism sensitivity ellipsoid theory (Xu 1989) . The design goal was to find a mechanism configuration around which the motion at the end point had approximately equal sensitivity to the motion of each joint. In other words, it was required that for any given arbitrary displacement at the end point of the mechanism, all joints should exhibit approximately equal motions. The mechanism shown in Figure 4 can provide a nearly isotropic kinematic sensitivity. The linkage is arranged around a hypothetical cube, as shown in Figure 5 . A detailed discussion of the design based on the kinematic and dynamic ellipsoids may be found in Xu (1989) .
The sensing mechanism installed between these two Concurrently, when the position control is also considered, the end-effector motion must be modified by the deflection OXP, and the final motion is
The applications of the compliant wrist using the above controller are carried out on a PUMA 560 arm and executed on a MicroVAX II using the RCI primitives of RCCL (Hayward 1983) , which allows the software to directly command robot joint angles. The software package allows various parameters to be set and also allows trajectory and wrist displacement data to be logged to a file for subsequent analysis. A detailed discussion on the effect of system parameters on the dynamic performance of the system can be found in Xu (1989) .
Recovery of Attributes
The ultimate goal of this research is to provide a robot with the ability to sense the material properties of the surface while standing, or indeed walking, on it and to use it to improve the quality of legged locomotion. Keeping this in mind and to test the framework proposed earlier, we have built a system and implemented the EPs described in Section 2 with the intent to ultimately execute these EPs on the fly (i.e., while the robot is in motion and the foot is executing the movements for walking). 
System Setup
The system setup is shown in Figure 7 . The primary sensing mechanism is the compliant wrist sensor that has been described in the previous sections. The base of the compliant wrist is mounted on the PUMA 560 arm, and our prototype foot was mounted on the other end of the wrist. What we have is the leg-ankle-foot system being represented by the PUMA arm-compliant wrist-foot system. The design of the foot is quite intuitive, and the simple device looks like a short ski. The foot is made of aluminum, and the bottom surface (the one that interacts with the environment) is a well-machined metal surface. While carrying out a typical implementation of the EPs described earlier, the robot arm pushes down on the surface to execute the EPs for penetrability, hardness, and compliance (see Fig. 8 Figure 9A ). On the other hand, for the impenetrable case, the arm moves down a short distance (dotted line in Figure 9A ), and most of the downward motion shows up as deformation in the wrist (dotted line in Figure 9B ). The required normal force in this case was about 26.7 N (corresponding to a normal deformation of about -1.00 mm). As shown in Figure 9B, Figure 9B , it is easy to see that they are identical. This only goes to show, once again, that our EPs for penetrability and compliance make the same measurements; it is the interpretation of the force and deformation data that is different for each of the EPs.
Surface Roughness
The EP that is employed in our experiments measures the amount of tangential force generated when the foot is pressed against the surface with a specified force and then moved along the surface laterally, maintaining the specified force. This is similar to the classic methods of measuring the coefficient of friction between the two surfaces. It is easy to maintain the specified force, even if the surface is not totally planar, because the hybrid control algorithm adjusts the trajectory of the arm according to the changes in surface geometry.
Therefore, to measure the tangential force in order to obtain a measure of the available surface roughness, all the robot needs to do is measure the deformation in the Fig. 1l . Surface roughness EP-tangential and normal deformations vs. time.
wrist sensor (assuming constant stiffness). In the implementation of the EP for evaluating surface roughness, the robot records the wrist deformations in the direction opposite to the direction of lateral motion. This deformation is actually perpendicular to the deformation caused by the normal force measured in the EP for compliance.
The results of our EP for surface roughness are shown in Figure 11 . The solid line denoting the normal force is really a plot of the deformations resulting from the normal force in the wrist, as stated before. The flat part of the curve, corresponding to a deformation of about -0.4 mm, signifies the constant normal force maintained during the sliding motion of the foot over the surface. The two curves above the x-axis are the plots of tangential deformations caused by frictional forces encountered during the EP. The lower of the two curves shows the wrist deformation corresponding to the surface roughness of a smooth plate. There is a constant deformation of about 0.2 mm. The curve at the top of Figure 11 shows the wrist deformation corresponding to the surface roughness of the plate covered by a rough cloth. In this case, the tangential forces are larger for the same normal force because of the increased roughness of the surface, and as a result, the deformation is larger, about 0. (Sinha 1991 ).
We have also described the design and development of a compliant wrist sensor that incorporates passive compliance and active sensing. A hybrid position/force control algorithm has been proposed to control a robotic system equipped with such a sensor. Although we are currently investigating the use of this device in the manufacturing and the telerobotic environments, in this article we have described one particular area of application: the exploration of surfaces to extract material properties for use in robot locomotion.
